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MARCH
MON 4TH
*GR 3-6 INTENSIVE SWIMMING
TUE 5TH
*WHOLE SCHOOL INCURSION
WED 6TH
*GR 3-6 DIVISION SWIMMING
THUR 7TH
*GR 3-6 INTENSIVE SWIMMING
FRI 8TH
*INTERSCHOOL SPORT
AWAY GAME - STREETON PS
MON 11TH
*LABOUR DAY - NO SCHOOL
THUR 14TH
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*GR 3-6 INTENSIVE SWIMMING
FRI 15TH
*INTERSCHOOL SPORT
AWAY GAME - GREENSBOROUGH PS
MON 18TH

Michael Kent - PRINCIPAL
Hi everyone and welcome to this edition of the newsletter.
I hope you have managed to survive the extreme weather over recent days as we
officially farewell Summer.
There have been so many great learning opportunities and activities happening in and
around our great school over the past fortnight and again I am reminded of what a
great community we are part of.
Our senior students continue to shine on the sporting fields and their efforts and
attitude are only to be admired, appreciated and congratulated.
I receive regular feedback about the positive and respectful manner in which our
students hold themselves when representing our school. Well done to all those who
participate in our Inter-school sports program.
I must thank the committed staff work so hard to provide a positive and enjoyable
experience for our sports stars!
Thank-you to all the parents and friends of WHPS who came along to enjoy the recent
Open evening and Family Fun Night.
I hope that you found the information from staff informative and helpful in
understanding the expectations, programs and processes that will ensure this year.
Following this, it was wonderful to see our community connecting and enjoying the
evening. A great social opportunity to connect with members of our community!
In addition to the information night, I thank all the parents who came along to our meet
the teacher interviews. This was another way to get to know you, your family and our
students! I thank the staff for their commitment in building their understanding of each
individual in their classroom.
As we are focused on getting the best outcomes for all students I ask that you please
be considerate of teacher’s work and allowing them to support, nurture and educate all
students throughout the year.

*GR 3-6 INTENSIVE SWIMMING
TUE 19TH
*GR 3-6 REGIONAL SWIMMING
WED 20TH
*SEED WORKSHOP GR 5/6
THUR 21ST
*TRAVELLING KITCHEN INCURSION GR 1/2
THUR 21ST
*HARMONY DAY WHOLE SCHOOL
THUR 21ST
*GR 3-6 INTENSIVE SWIMMING
FRI 22ND
*TRAVELLING KITCHEN INCURSION GR 1/2
FRI 22ND
*INTERSCHOOL SPORT
AWAY GAME - BUNDOORA PS
MON 25TH
*GR 3-6 INTENSIVE SWIMMING
THUR 28TH
*GR 3-6 INTENSIVE SWIMMING
FRI 29TH
*INTERSCHOOL SPORT FINALS
FRI 29th
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*COLOUR RUN
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We have a very dedicated and committed staff whom are constantly working hard to provide our students with wonderful learning
opportunities. Whilst we encourage and welcome the ongoing communication with parents, I ask that parents please try to keep
all corridors and buildings clear during our pick up times. We value the learning time that we have with your children and hope to
maximize our day until 3.30pm. I ask you to please wait for your children outside our buildings until the bell rings. Similarly the
start of the school day is a vital time for teachers. We often have staff meetings and commitments occurring prior to 9am and after
school. Staff are committed to a weekly meeting schedule. Therefore, if you require a meeting time please consider crucial
teacher times and negotiate a mutual time with your child’s teacher.
Curriculum Day focus
During today’s curriculum day staff will be involved in a range of professional learning activities. These include:
Participating in a professional learning focus on Indigenous education and the impact on school curriculum. This will include
a focus on cultural understanding, respect, appreciation and curriculum development around focused learning opportunities to
educate our students and raise the awareness, understanding and appreciation of Indigenous culture.
A focused review of the schools strategic intent and journey over the previous School Strategic Plan (2016-2019)
A holistic review of school wide data to identify areas of success and opportunities for improvement as we review our goals
and targets from the previous 4 year strategic plan
A focused and targeted self assessment of the school’s performance over the past 4 years
Looking back to look forward….Develop a visionary and progressive approach to the upcoming phase of school
improvement
Throughout this review process we will be conducting a parent forum to ascertain, share and engage in dialogue around school
performance and future directions. Further details will be shared in coming weeks.
Labour Day Holiday
A reminder of the upcoming Labour Day holiday. Being a public holiday, the school will not be open on Monday 11th March.
Swimming
Well done to all the students whom recently competed at the recent swimming carnival.
Due to the outstanding efforts form everyone, WHPS was crowned ‘Most Improved School'
and also came in third overall.
Thanks to Ms. Massa for all her hard work in coordinating this event.
Special Food Day
Thanks to Kate in our canteen (and all the band of helpers) for a very successful
special food day. The sushi was a real hit!!!
Class representatives
Thank-you to all the parents who have responded with their contact details to receive the class communications. Thanks also to
the parents who have offered themselves to be the class representative. With many parents offering themselves to these
positions, we can only confirm one for each class. Apologies for the delay as we compile class distribution lists. These will be
confirmed next week and you will receive your first communications from your representative. Thank-you to Donna Leibowitz
(Community Links Leader) for her help and support in compiling these lists.
Watsonia Heights School Council
Thank-you to the parents who have nominated for school council for 2019/20. Nominations are now closed and a full list of
councillors will be confirmed and shared next week.
Policies
Please be aware of the following policies that have recently been ratified through school council:
Mandatory reporting policy
Child Safe Code of Conduct Policy
Both policies are available on our website, but I have attached the Child Safe Code of Conduct Policy to this week’s newsletter.
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Please be aware of our commitment to the Child Safe Standards.
Child Safe Standard Statement Of Commitment To Child Safety
Watsonia Heights Primary School is committed to safety and wellbeing of all children and young people. This will be the
primary focus of our care and decision-making.
Watsonia Heights Primary School has zero tolerance for child abuse.
Watsonia Heights Primary School is committed to providing a child safe environment where children and young people are
safe and feel safe, and their voices are heard about decisions that affect their lives. Particular attention will be paid to the
cultural safety of Aboriginal children and children from culturally and/or linguistically diverse backgrounds, as well as the
safety of children with a disability.
Every person involved in Watsonia Heights Primary School has a responsibility to understand the important and specific role
he/she plays individually and collectively to ensure that the wellbeing and safety of all children and young people is at the
forefront of all they do and every decision they make.
In its planning, decision-making and operations Watsonia Heights Primary School will:
1. Take a preventative, proactive and participatory approach to child safety
2. Value and empower children to participate in decisions which affect their lives
3. Foster a culture of openness that supports all persons to safely disclose risks of harm to children
4. Respect diversity in cultures and child rearing practices while keeping child safety paramount
5. Provide written guidance on appropriate conduct and behaviour towards children
6. Engage only the most suitable people to work with children and have high quality staff and volunteer supervision and
professional development
7. Ensure children know who to talk with if they are worried or are feeling unsafe, and that they are comfortable and
encouraged to raise such issues
8. Report suspected abuse, neglect or mistreatment promptly to the appropriate authorities
9. Share information appropriately and lawfully with other organisations where the safety and wellbeing of children is at risk
10. Value the input of and communicate regularly with families and carers
Labour Day
Please be reminded of the upcoming Labour Day holiday. School will not be open on Monday 12th March. Students
will not be required at school on this day.
Staff Carpark
Parents are reminded to please not park in the staff carpark. This is still growing issue that needs to be avoided.
We are also having some problems with congestion in and around the school. Unfortunately we don’t have great parking
facilities however, this can be improved through everyone’s awareness, consideration and patience. I have been informed
that the council will be active in issuing infringement notices in coming weeks.
On a similar topic, thank-you to everyone for reverse parking in the visitors carpark.
Please be aware that on the visitors carpark entrance, I ask that you please refrain from parking on the left hand side (when
entering) as this is a footpath that supports all pedestrian traffic.
Additionally, please be aware of our neighbours and their rights to have their property and surrounds cared for and
unobstructed by vehicles and pedestrians. Please remind your children to respect the surrounding houses and their gardens,
driveways, entrances and our neighbours’ living conditions.
Growth Mindset
At WHPS we are focused on developing positive psychology within our students and this involves fostering a positive
mindset. Incorporated within this is the development of our learning culture around using the ‘Learning Pit’ to promote a
positive attitude to learning.
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The Learning Pit fosters positive psychology around learning something new. As is the case with all new learning, there is a
resultant cognitive struggle to grapple with new concepts and the mindsets that lead/contribute to a positive outlook and the
best mindset for learning.
IF there isn’t a struggle, then we can presume that new learning isn’t evident but rather students are operating within their
comfort zone of knowledge. We encourage children to embrace the learning struggle and find new ways, options, strategies
and avenues to form new knowledge and understanding. This also promotes a culture of learning and exploration that is
challenging but enjoyable for students as they find their way with ongoing opportunities to learn. This process culminates in
students celebrating and sharing their new found insights in a positive and collaborative way that fosters an increased level of
self esteem and a celebration of self and accomplishment.
The focus on the learning process and ‘Learning Pit’ promotes a growth mindset where we are focused on the effort (which is
one of our school values!) rather than the performance or achievement level. This fosters and promotes an attitude to learning
that students need to work to achieve their individual goals and by putting in the effort, all students can succeed!
In 2019, we continue our work in ensuring that we are building a Growth Mindset in all our students.
Fixed Mindset
Students with a Fixed Mindset:
·
believe they need to look smart at all times - particularly high achieving students
·
believe intelligence is fixed; “You've either got it or you haven't"
·
don’t take as many risks in their learning
·
may hide/conceal deficiencies
Growth Mindset
Students with a Growth Mindset:
·
believe that they can learn at all costs
·
are engaged in a problem solving approach
·
believe it’s “Not about who I am, it's about how I do it”
·
they believe in effort and push beyond their comfort zone
As a result they work harder, increase effort and view failure as an opportunity to increase learning.

We must place importance on praising our students for their efforts, not their intelligence.
For example, “I’m really proud of how hard you’ve been working on your tables,” instead of “I’m really proud of you for getting
all of your tables correct.”
We must also recognise the power of the word ‘yet’. When our students want to give up easily we can use the word ‘yet’.
Look at the following two sentences:
“I can't do it,” verses, “I can't do it ‘yet’.” The word 'yet' instills hope and helps to build an attitude of positivity.
Being aware of Potential Dangers
Schools are regularly informed of potential issues and dangers that surround our students when out of school hours. Whilst
we haven’t had any reported incidents, I remind everyone to be vigilant in considering your awareness. As a school we are
focussed on providing a safe and secure learning environment and our care extends beyond the school grounds. Families are
reminded of the regular need to continue educating our students of issues such as being safe around our streets. This
includes being aware of traffic dangers (using crossings), stranger danger and being cyber safe.
Below are some helpful hints when considering what to tell your child about a stranger:
Students need to know not to converse with unknown people.
·
Tell your child not to listen to or be near a stranger–rather to move away or back inside.
·
Tell your child to never ever go with a stranger–no matter what the stranger says.
·
Tell your child that strangers may make up sad stories, like looking for a lost pet, needing help with a sick child, or
needing directions.
·
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·
Tell your child that a stranger should never be believed, no matter what they say.
·
Tell your child that strangers may offer treats, gifts or lollies for 'helping'.
·
Tell your child that you will never send a stranger to collect them. Make a list of the only, known people, you would send to
pick them up.
·
Ensure your child know the routines of arriving and departing school safely and notify them of any changes to the ‘normal’
arrangements
·
Tell your child to go immediately back inside and ask someone they know if unsure.
Practice makes perfect
Having explained 'stranger danger' or protective behaviour you might breathe a big sigh of relief. However, let's not relax just
yet. Research shows that kids often can quote what mum or dad said very well, but when placed in the situation, they more
often still give in.
At home, role play certain situations with your child, such as pretending mum is sick and that a new person needs to take them
home.
Role play or practise a variety of strategies or other scenarios.
Try a test in a safe environment at home, such as an unfamiliar friend at the front door trying to entice them outside to look at a
sick, cute rabbit.
Research shows that kids often 'forget' after a period of time. Thus a yearly family refresher course is very worthwhile.
Active, protective behaviour
·
Teach your child never to wander off or go out of sight.
·
Teach your child to always walk with and stay with friends–to never go alone.
·
Teach and practice saying NO loudly and repeatedly, if they are unsure.
·
Teach your child to yell HELP, as loudly and repeatedly as possible, until they are heard. Predators hate noise and
attention.
·
Teach your child to find a safe adult (a policeman or a mum with a stroller) or a safe spot (if they are fearful) such as a
school, shop or safety sign. However, don't tell your child that all uniforms are safe as some predators may be wearing a
uniform.
A healthy balance
·
Assure your child that most adults are loving, caring and trustworthy.
·
Discuss good, safe and friendly people in the world, to avoid fear of all adults.
·
Remind your child of helpful adults, like firemen, teachers, police, doctors, etc.
·
Remind your child of 'good' adults in their world, who can be trusted.
·
Protect them from over exposure to graphic news stories.
Telling
·
Encourage your child to 'tell' if they even think they came across a stranger.
·
Encourage your child to 'tell' if they felt scared, unsure or uncomfortable ('yucky' with any adult).
·
Affirm that you will be happy and praise them for 'telling'–that they won't be in trouble.
·
Affirm that you will listen and believe them.
Basic protective safety for parents
·
Always know where your children are.
·
Keep your kids within your sight or supervision.
·
Be alert to other people around you, but not paranoid.
·
Be alert to Internet threats–research shows predators are increasingly luring more mature children through the Internet,
such as online, through forums, chat lines, and message systems.
·
Always keep young children's computers within your vision (not in their bedrooms), and under your supervision.
·
Install a 'Net-Nanny' or Parental Control Software program on your computer.
·
Teach your child to never ever give out personal or private information.
Hopefully this will help to promote discussion at home.
Enjoy the weekend ahead!
Warm regards,
Michael
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Across The AP's Desk...
Tony Ryan

Safety Concern:
Watsonia Heights Primary School actively
promotes students and families to consider
healthy avenues to travel to and from school. In
addition to the health benefits derived from
being active and walking, riding or scooting
each day, there are other associated benefits
such as easing traffic congestion around the
school at peak drop off and pick up times. This
time can also be great family time to unpack the
day and talk about the fun things students have
been learning.
In harnessing all these benefits there is an associated responsibility for our school and parents to teach our
students how to navigate safely in the community. Having discussions with students about road safety, the use
of protective helmets, modelling good decision making such as crossing the road at supervised road crossings
and pointing out potential dangers, assists them to build important life skills.
In the interests of the safety of all students and visitors to the school, our policy is that no devices are to be
ridden on school grounds. Students (or visitors) riding bikes or scooters in a congested environment are likely
to cause significant injury in the event of a collision with pedestrians. We ask that parents support the school in
this matter by reminding students of the need to dismount and walk bikes and scooters whilst on school
grounds.
Little Fish!
Our congratulations go out to those students selected to represent the school last Thursday at the District
Swimming Carnival. This was a very successful day for our school with WHPS being awarded the trophy for
most improved school in the district for the second year running! This is something that our school community
should be proud of and it reflects the high level of participation from our students in co-curricular activities such
as swimming trails and intensive swimming programs. We also had some outstanding individual performances
on the day, with approximately 25 students earning the right to compete at the Divisional Swimming Carnival
next Wednesday at Northcote Aquatic and Swimming Centre. Miss Macellari has sent out the relevant
information and permission forms for those involved and we wish these students all the best in this high level of
competition.
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Across The AP's Desk...
Buddies
One of my favourite programs or initiatives that
we do in our school is our Buddy Program.
This is where our prep students are matched
with a special upper school buddy and spend
significant time together across the year
enjoying a range of activities together. Seeing
the students working together, it is obvious
how much our prep students admire and look
up to their student buddy. I think it is also
comforting for our Preps to know that there is a
friendly and familiar older student in the yard
with them. For our upper school students, I
also see their excitement in working with their
prep buddies.
Many of them are able to relate stories of how they felt about their older buddies when they were preps, so the
responsibility attached to being a good role model is not lost on them. The attached photo shows a recent
session of our students working together.

Colour Run
Some preliminary information about the school’s upcoming Colour Run was sent out last Friday. This is an
exciting new event on our school calendar replacing the Walkathon from previous years. The Colour Run will
take place on Friday 29th March. The Colour Run is a significant fundraising event for the school. The funds
raised directly affect the facilities our students enjoy. This year the funds will be directed towards the installation
of a new playground space. Not only does this event promote a healthy and active lifestyle, we believe it will be
highly enjoyable and engaging for our students. In addition to being covered with coloured chalk if they choose,
students will also have access to other fun activity stations as they make their way around the course. Extra
details about the Colour Run will be distributed in the coming days and how to establish an online fundraising
account. This can be a great way to reach out to distant friends and family to gather their support. The
experience of other schools is that online fundraising has boosted their monies raised. Students will also be
rewarded for their fundraising efforts with the ability to choose a range of prizes depending on the level of funds
raised. All students raising a minimum of $10 will get to choose a prize. I’m looking forward to this wonderful new
event on our calendar and thank our Community Links team and Miss Macellari for their work in organising this
day for us.
Have a great weekend everyone,
Tony
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Meet Our Semester 1 Junior School Council

Congratulations to our Semester 1 Juniors School Council (JSC) Representatives
1D - Cadell and April
1M - Ava and Jenaya
1/2B - Ryder and Payton
2G - Dane and Jasmine
2E/L Jessica and Max
2T - Tayte and Michaela
3/4A - Xander and Layla
3/4B Dakota and Tom
3/4D - Kate and Ethan
3/4M - Emma and Storm
5/6C - Charlie and Elisha
5/6H - Ava and Charlie
5/6M - Bella and Daniel
5/6R - Chelsea and Eleanor
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ISSUE3

WHPS Student of the Week!
Week Ending 15th February 2019
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WHPS Student of the Week!
Week Ending 22nd February 2019
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District Swimming Carnival
Amanda Macellari
Last week on Thursday 21st February, 32 swimming superstars along with Mr Mackie and myself were off
to Watermarc for the District Swimming Carnival. The students swam an amazing 50m competing in
backstroke, breaststroke, freestyle, butterfly and a range of relay races.
We are so proud of all the students, the effort they put in was outstanding and the sportsmanship and
respect they showed for each other and other schools around them was amazing.

Overall on the day Watsonia Heights FINISHED 3rd and we picked up the trophy for Most Improved School
for 2019. What an effort by all!
We have an amazing 24 students going onto the next stage of Division Swimming which will be held next
week on Wednesday 6th March at Northcote Aquatic Centre.
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1/2 Place Value!
Lacey Demanuele, Georgia Barnes, Cherrie McIntosh, Angela Gray, Chantelle Lanyon, Amy Esposito, Steph
Tsamakis and Catherine Trethowan

In 1/2, our learning has taken off to a flying start! We have been very busy getting to know our teachers and
our classmates. Working with new friends has been loads of fun and we are enjoying learning how different
people think about and explain their learning.
Our learning in Maths has been highly focussed on number and our big goal is to be number experts this
year! To start us on our journey, we have been finding patterns in numbers, collecting objects that represent
amounts and explaining the reasons for our thinking.
We have particularly enjoyed using MAB to improve our understanding of place value, and Numicon to
create number patterns, such as counting by 2’s.
We are looking forward to our upcoming incursion which focuses our thinking on healthy bodies and
healthy minds.
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Introducing Bunji!
Kathryne Campara

Meet the Newest Member of the WHPS Family
I hope your children have enjoyed sharing their stories about our newest family member BUNJI who has been lovingly adopted by
all grades.
A BIG thank you to all students who took the time to enter our naming competition and the panel had lots of fun reading through
the 327 entires. There were lots of fantastic names, with some wonderful meanings and connections to our WHPS values.
Congratulations Lucy who's entry of BUNJI (meaning friend/mate in Aboriginal) was the out right winner after all grades cast their
votes last week.
Lucy takes home her own Turtle trophy and also enjoys the fun of feeding BUNJI every day for the next month, and will be the first
WHPS student to hold BUNJI once he/she is big enough.
Please drop past the Library and say hello to little BUNJI and he/she would love to meet you.
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Prep Mindful Monkey Incursion
This week the Prep students were visited by the Mindful Monkey. To compliment our Inquiry unit, Learning
to Learn, we welcomed the Mindful Monkey and her friends to support our goal to look after our minds and
bodies. Our new monkey mascots taught us the importance of being mindful and having periods of the
day where we think about the now, and let go of any worries we have been thinking about. Breathing
Bobby chilled us out with various breathing techniques including mountain breathing and elephant
breathing. Emotional Eric helped the children feel and name their emotions. He reminded us that all
emotions are okay and that we can feel many emotions throughout the day, and use mindfulness
techniques to bring us back to a calm and happy state. Sensory Sally showed us how to use our senses
to take a moment, notice details about our environment and let go of our worries. We ended the session
by making Mindful Monkey puppets that the children can use when they need to be mindful.
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Dont Forget!

Every Tuesday

